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Obesity is an escalating threat of pandemic proportions, currently affecting billions of people
worldwide and exerting a devastating socioeconomic influence in industrialized countries. Despite
intensive efforts to curtail obesity, results have proved disappointing. Although it is well recog-
nized that obesity is a result of gene-environment interactions and that predisposition to obesity
lies predominantly in our evolutionary past, there is much debate as to the precise nature of how
our evolutionary past contributed to obesity. The “thrifty genotype” hypothesis suggests that
obesity in industrialized countries is a throwback to our ancestors having undergone positive
selection for genes that favored energy storage as a consequence of the cyclical episodes of famine
and surplus after the advent of farming 10 000 years ago. Conversely, the “drifty genotype”
hypothesis contends that the prevalence of thrifty genes is not a result of positive selection for
energy-storage genes but attributable to genetic drift resulting from the removal of predative
selection pressures. Both theories, however, assume that selection pressures the ancestors of mod-
ern humans living in western societies faced were the same. Moreover, neither theory adequately
explains the impact of globalization and changing population demographics on the genetic basis
for obesity in developed countries, despite clear evidence for ethnic variation in obesity suscep-
tibility and related metabolic disorders. In this article, we propose that the modern obesity pan-
demic in industrialized countries is a result of the differential exposure of the ancestors of modern
humans to environmental factors that began when modern humans left Africa around 70 000 years
ago and migrated through the globe, reaching the Americas around 20 000 years ago. This article
serves to elucidate how an understanding of ethnic differences in genetic susceptibility to obesity
and the metabolic syndrome, in the context of historic human population redistribution, could be
used in the treatment of obesity in industrialized countries. (Endocrinology 155: 1573–1588, 2014)

Obesity is now a pandemic and is particularly prob-
lematic in industrialized countries (1). In the United

States and Britain, obesity is rising at a devastatingly rapid
rate, and more than half of the population in these coun-
tries is now overweight (2, 3). Obesity is a causal factor in
numerous metabolic and endocrine disorders including
heart disease, diabetes, bone and joint disorders. and some
forms of cancer (4–7). Although the social impact and
emotional distress obesity can exert are severe, its burden
on the economy is crippling. Recent estimates suggest a

direct cost in excess of $100 billion per year attributable
to the loss of productivity and health care expenditures
incurred owing to obesity in the United States (8, 9). It is
becoming increasingly clear that whereas detrimental life-
style changes in recent decades in western societies, par-
ticularly of a dietary nature, have contributed to the obe-
sity pandemic, the majority (60%–70%) of individual
susceptibility to obesity can be accounted for by genetics
(9). The most convincing arguments for this are found
twin studies wherein environmental manipulations have
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been shown to be less important than heritable factors in
dictating the degree of weight gain or weight loss (10, 11).

The explanation for the genetic basis of the current
obesity pandemic in industrialized countries is somewhat
circumspect, and various theories that attempt to shed
light on our understanding of it abound. These theories
attempt to reconcile gene-environment interactions with
an understanding of human evolution. Two such theo-
ries in particular have gained widespread credibility
among geneticists and evolutionary biologists, namely the
“thrifty genotype” hypothesis and the “drifty genotype”
hypothesis. The thrifty genotype hypothesis argues that
the ancestors of present day humans in countries plagued
by obesity underwent positive selection for genes that fa-
vored “thrift” or energy storage (12). These so-called
“thrifty genes” are defined as those that bestow superior
energy efficiency such that the energy balance equation is
shifted heavily toward energy intake as opposed to energy
expenditure (13). The rationale behind this apparent de-
mand for thrifty genes during human evolutionary history
is that since the advent of agriculture around 10 000 years
ago (13), humanity has been affected by numerous cyclical
episodes of “famine” and “feast” whereby periods of food
abundance were punctuated by periods of drought. As a
result, it is postulated that survival of a population neces-
sitated the selection for thrifty genes that enabled extra fat
reserves to be laid down during times of energy surplus to
be utilized during harder times. In addition to promoting
survival, it is argued that thrifty genes also maintained
fertility during periods of famine, a claim that is plausible
in light of what is known about the effects of food short-
ages on reproductive capability (14). The thrifty genotype
hypothesis asserts that obesity in industrialized countries
is the result of thrifty genes passed down from these an-
cestors of present day humans who were subject to strong
selection pressures that enriched the population with
genes that promoted energy storage. Proponents of the
theory document various historical famines that occurred
on large and devastatingly influential scales in support of
it (15).

The “drifty phenotype” hypothesis contends that, con-
trary to being selected for, obesogenic energy-efficient
genes favoring fat storage are present in western popula-
tions (and all populations worldwide) because early
homonids removed the selection pressure that was previ-
ously exerted on them by predation (16, 17). The theory,
also referred to as the “predation release” theory was put
forward by John Speakman to counter the long-held ac-
ceptance of the thrifty genotype hypothesis as the most
reliable and plausible model for the genetic basis of obe-
sity. Speakman argued that around 2 million years ago at
the dawn of humanity, when the ancient ancestors of mod-

ern humans, Homo habilis and Homo erectus, acquired
the capability to use fire and stone tools, manufacture
weapons, and band together in organized social struc-
tures, for the first time in evolutionary history an animal
that was not the top predator in its ecosystem was able to
remove the threat of predatory danger (16, 17). Thus, as
a result, genes imperative for the evasion of predators,
such as those that conferred speed, agility, stamina, ath-
letic ability, and leanness (which ensured “survival of the
fittest”), were no longer applicable to humans as it was
and continues to be for all other animals (18–20). There-
fore, the theory suggests that, in the absence of predation
selection pressure, genes that promote energy storage and
obesity were not removed by natural selection and simply
were allowed to drift in the genetic journey of human
evolution, such that they explain the obesity pandemic in
modern western societies. Although both the thrifty and
drifty genotype hypotheses have considerable merit and
may be responsible for the genetic susceptibility to obesity,
in a portion of individuals, we believe that neither theory
can decisively account for the contemporary obesity pan-
demic in industrialized countries.

Advocates of the thrifty hypothesis make the argument
that in the postagricultural era (since 10 000 years ago),
when humans relinquished their hunter-gatherer lifestyle
and put their ability to feed at the mercy of climatic and
seasonal events, natural selection enriched the population
with thrifty genes that enabled survival during famine
(15). However, by 10 000 years ago, modern humans
were spreadovermanyareasof theglobe,populatingAsia,
Australasia, Europe, and the Americas and inhabiting a
wide range of environments (21–23). Did each of these
populations experience the same famine events and agri-
cultural strife? In our view, this is unlikely given that fam-
ine with drought, the selection pressure that supposedly
drove the evolution of people with thrifty genes, is com-
monly the result of climate, weather, and disease patterns
that are largely governed by local geographical phenom-
ena (24–27). In fact, there is very little evidence of any
feast or famine events that would have been sufficiently
consequential to exert their influence over selection for
thrifty genes (28, 29). An alternative view of the thrifty
gene hypothesis is that positive selection pressure for
thrifty genes has been occurring since the evolution of
early humans 2 million years ago, preceding the advent of
agriculture and before the geographical redistribution and
population of modern humans around the globe (15).
However, this concept disregards any selection events that
might have occurred after modern humans left Africa and
populated a diverse range of climates and habitats. The
authors of this notion that thrifty genes have been selected
for, for longer than the original thrifty hypothesis claimed,
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state that very few genetic changes have occurred in hu-
mans in the last 10 000 years (15). This claim is not, how-
ever, borne out by recent evidence. On the contrary, so-
phisticated and detailed genetic analysis has revealed that
a plethora of genetic changes as a result of natural selection
in various contemporary human populations have oc-
curred in the last 10 000 to 15 000 years and that these
genetic alterations are highly consequential to health and
disease in modern times (30). For instance, clear modern
selection events in specific geographical populations have
greatly enriched genes that confer resistance to malaria
(31), enable the ability to digest lactose (32), and protect
against kuru (33) and HIV infection (34, 35). Given that
immune and digestive functions are intricately linked to
metabolism and adiposity (36–39), one cannot dismiss
recent selection pressures as being inconsequential to me-
tabolism and the obesity pandemic. Moreover, the global
distribution of a large amount of single nucleotide poly-
morphisms in contemporary human populations has been
shown to have a strong latitudinal basis, suggesting a clear
climatic and geographical selection influence (40). These
observations underscore not only that recent selection
events have shaped the genetics of present day humans but
also that genetic influences on health and disease, includ-
ing obesity, must factor in ethnic and geographical con-
siderations. Thus, in our view, the thrifty hypothesis is not
an accurate reflection of historical positive selection
events. In a similar fashion, the drifty genotype hypothesis
assumes that since 2 million years ago the ancestors of
modern humans have been subject to the same evolution-
ary events (ie, release from predation) that have subse-
quently endowed present day humans in industrialized
countries with thrifty genes due to genetic drift. However,
this theory makes no attempt to consider the impact on
obesityofdistinct selectionevents, specific togeographical
influences that may have shaped human evolution since
modern humans left Africa 60 000 years ago.

It is becoming increasingly clear that genetic suscepti-
bility to obesity is not equal across the various ethnic
groups whose ancestors experienced vastly different geo-
graphical and environmental selection pressures (41–44).
We believe that to understand the modern obesity phe-
nomenon in industrialized countries, changing population
demographics with regard to ethnic variation must be
taken into account. Although the ethnic variation in obe-
sity susceptibility has been reviewed extensively and ac-
curately in recent years (45–51), none of this research has
served to understand the cause of the variability in obesity
susceptibility between ethnicities or how evolutionary
forces relating to climate may have shaped the current
obesity pandemic. We believe that by understanding the
ethnic basis for obesity susceptibility in the light of evo-

lutionary events, western societies will be a step closer to
deciphering the mysteries surrounding the genetic predis-
position or resistance to obesity.

Although it is our belief that genetic influences are pre-
dominantly responsible for explaining the ethnic variation
in obesity, it is nonetheless important to recognize that
obesity is a complex, multifactorial problem, and there-
fore other nongenetic factors almost certainly play a role
in its pathogenesis. To this end, socioeconomic factors,
including education, income, and health care, which have
been shown to be ethnically biased, are strongly correlated
with obesity trends. Therefore, although the focus of the
present article is entirely on the genetic basis for the ethnic
variation in obesity, we stress that it does not make an
exclusive claim on the origins of obesity.

The Changing Face of the West

The thrifty and drifty genotype hypotheses explain
that the genetic susceptibility to obesity is due to heritable
factors that are the result of positive selection pressure or
an absence of positive selection pressure, respectively, in
the course of human evolution. However, because obesity
had its origins in industrialized countries and this occurred
in the blink of an eye (50–75 years) in geological terms (52,
53), it is clear that the western lifestyle, particularly a
greater reliance on fast food and excess calories combined
with a lack of physical activity, was a catalyst for obesity
to manifest (54, 55). In our view, both the thrifty and drifty
gene hypotheses wrongly make the assumption that obe-
sity in the west is due to common evolutionary events that
affected all ancestors of present day humans, irrespective
of ethnicity and geographical distribution. This simply
cannot be true in light of clear evidence for ethnic and
racial variations in susceptibility to obesity (45). Interest-
ingly, the last 50 to 75 years coincided with an era of mass
emigration and globalization on a scale unparalleled in the
history of humanity, although this occurrence receives
very little attention in the context of obesity (56–59). The
20th and 21st centuries have seen a large net increase of
ethnic minorities (mainly Africans, Indians, Pakistanis,
Bangladeshis, and Chinese) in industrialized countries
such as Britain, France, Germany, Canada, and the United
States (60–65). A report from the US Congressional Re-
search Service articulated the fast changing demographics
in this country: “The U.S. population—currently esti-
mated at 308.7 million persons—has more than doubled
in size since its 1950 level of 152.3 million” (66). More
than just being double in size, the United States has become
qualitatively different from what it was in the 1950s. The
report goes onto state that within the period since 1950 the
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United States has become more racially and ethnically di-
verse with large populations of Hispanics, blacks, and
Asians (66). Studies assessing the ethnic and racial sus-
ceptibility to metabolic dysfunction and obesity in the
United States, have identified that blacks, Hispanics, and
people of Native American ancestry are more prone to
obesity, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes than whites
of European ancestry and people of east Asian ancestry
such as Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans (44, 48, 67, 68).
Similarly in Britain, whose population is equally ethnically
and racially diverse, there is a significant ethnic bias in
susceptibility to obesity with Caucasians and individuals
of Chinese origin being less vulnerable to obesity and car-
diovascular disease than those of African, Indian, Paki-
stani, and Bangladeshi origins (69).

One of the strongest arguments against the thrifty ge-
notype hypothesis and in favor of the drifty hypothesis
was conceived by John Speakman (16), who asserted that
if positive selection for thrifty genes has been acting for 2
million years as proposed by Chakravarthy and Booth
(15), then, assuming a survival advantage (k, coefficient of
selection) of 0.001, 100% of the population in the United
States should be obese. However, as Speakman countered,
obesity affects only 30% of the current US population.
Alternatively, as argued by Speakman, if famine has been
selecting for thrifty genes only in the postagricultural era
(in the last 10 000 years), as proposed by Prentice et al
(13), then 100% of the US population should be lean. This
argument prompted a reevaluation of the thrifty hypoth-
esis by Prentice et al (70), who have since acknowledged
that survival advantages were less important than fertility
advantages in promoting the spread of thrifty genes. Thus,
this recent revision of the thrifty hypothesis reasons that
thrifty genes may not have been necessary for survival but
did confer reproductive advantages. Speakman’s (16, 17)
view is that, when our ancestors became highly organized
and sophisticated hunters, they removed predation pres-
sure from the equation and were thus no longer subject to
selection for the upper limit or “intervention point” of
body weight status. Therefore, according to Speakman,
genes that promoted adiposity and increased body weight
were not removed by natural selection as they were when
predation was a severe threat to survival. In our opinion,
the problem with Speakman’s “all or nothing” argument
that either 100% or 0% of the US population should be
obese is that it again assumes that the whole population is
genetically similar and that theancestorsof thepresentday
US population were all subject to the same selective pres-
sures. However, we assert that, if predation release 2 mil-
lion years ago was responsible for the high prevalence of
thrifty genes today, then each ethnic group should have the
same genetic susceptibility to obesity and contribute

equally to the pandemic, but, as we have countered, this is
not the case. The highest rates of obesity in the United
States are among those of Pacific Island origins at a stag-
gering 43% to 45% (71, 72). Next come Native Ameri-
cans (mainly due to excessive obesity in Pima Indians) at
39% to 41% (71), closely followed by black Americans at
38% to 40% (71, 72). Obesity rates are also relatively high
in Hispanics, at between 31% and 34%. The lowest rates
of obesity in the United States are found in Caucasians and
East Asians, at 26% and 11%, respectively (71–73). If we
assume that being overweight is indicative of obesity pro-
pensity, some astounding statistics come to light. Whereas
only 30% to 45% and 62% to 67% of US East Asians and
Caucasians, respectively, are overweight, a staggering
80% to 85% of Pima Indians, 75% to 80% of black Amer-
icans, and 75% to 78% of Hispanics are overweight (71,
72, 74, 75). Neither the drifty hypothesis nor the thrifty
hypothesis adequately accounts for such differences in
obesity between ethnicities. Given this discrepancy in ge-
netic susceptibility to obesity, it seems counterproductive
to look at populations in industrialized countries as a sin-
gle genetic entity governed by a common set of evolution-
ary events that played out in the ancient and recent history
of mankind.

If neither genetic drift nor selection for thrifty genes can
adequately explain the rates and demographics of obesity
in industrialized countries, what is the alternative? As we
have stated, with regard to selection events, taking a “one
size fits all” approach is not an appropriate way to explain
the genetic origins of obesity. Certain ethnic groups have
a much higher prevalence of obesity than others. There-
fore, one single evolutionary principle (genetic drift or
selection for thrifty genes) cannot account for the genetic
predisposition to obesity, simply because the evolutionary
selectionevents facedby theancestorsof eachethnic group
were hugely diverse. We postulate that, selection factors
relevant to climate have inadvertently shaped the obesity
pandemic in industrialized countries today. We propose
here that the ability to thermoregulate in extreme heat or
cold afforded powerful survival advantages and therefore
commanded much higher selection coefficients (k) than
those for thrifty genes,whichpurportedlyprovidedmerely
a slight fecundity advantage. Moreover, to reproduce you
must survive. Survival advantages must therefore super-
sede fertility advantages. Genes that were essential to sur-
vival, particularly in newborn or young children, such as
those that control thermoregulation would be of greater
importance than thrifty genes because they would allow
an individual to survive to reach reproductive age. One
such gene that is essential for body temperature mainte-
nance in cold climates is uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1),
which is highly expressed in brown adipose tissue (BAT)
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(76). In response to cold, BAT breaks down stored trig-
lycerides into their constituents, glycerol and free fatty
acids (FFAs). FFAs enter BAT mitochondria where they
activate UCP1 which, by uncoupling ATP synthesis from
oxidative phosphorylation, produces heat via an energy
wastage mechanism (76–79). Human infants and young
children are born with considerable amounts of BAT,
which grows in size and mass up until adolescence, after
which it gradually recedes over time until old age (80–82).
Given that even a mild reduction in ambient temperature
(�19°C) is enough to trigger robust BAT thermogenic
activation in healthy adults (83), its heat-generating abil-
ity was likely to have been vital for allowing humans to
populate the colder regions of the world such as Siberia,
Northeast Asia, and Europe. Because effective BAT ther-
mogenic function relies on liberated FFAs and consequent
energy-wasting mitochondrial uncoupling, BAT has a sec-
ondary fat- and calorie-burning capacity. This meant that,
in our view, although the ancestors of modern humans
living in colder regions of the world evolved superior BAT
thermogenic function, this came with equally efficient fat-
burning and energy wastage capability, a useful advantage
in the current high-calorie nutritional environment in in-
dustrialized countries today. We believe that this explains
why Caucasians of European ancestry and East Asians
have the lowest rates of obesity in industrialized countries.
Whereas Prentice et al state that thrifty genes would have
provided a reproductive advantage to modern humans, we
argue that genes that promote efficient BAT would have
been selected for ahead of genes for effective reproductive
health, simply because the lack of BAT would lead to ex-
ceedingly high mortality rates in human infants and chil-
dren born in colder climates, as would have been the case
for the present day ancestors of Europeans and east Asians
who flourished in ice age Europe and Siberia. Human in-
fants possess abundant amounts of BAT at the time of
birth, which accounts for 1.4% of total body weight (84).
BATplaysa critical role in thermoregulation in infants and
young children (85, 86). Impaired BAT development in the
human infant has been implicated in the high mortality
rates of preterm infants (87, 88). Thus, genes that augment
BAT function would be highly advantageous in cold cli-
mates, and we believe that selection for such genes could
explain why most east Asians and a large number of Cau-
casians are resistant to obesity and are not even over-
weight. Conversely, genes that prevented overheating,
heat stroke, and dehydration would have endowed the
ancestors of those in tropical and subtropical regions such
as Africa, India, Southeast Asia, and much of the Central
America with survival advantages. We therefore assert
that powerful climatic selection pressures in evolutionary
history exerted a strong influence on genes (survival ad-

vantage closer to k � 0.1 than k � 0.001) for efficient
thermoregulation that consequently enabled survival. We
believe that the differential susceptibility to obesity be-
tween ethnicities can be traced to differential exposures of
the ancestors of these various populations to climatic se-
lection events that began when modern humans migrated
out of Africa around 70 000 years ago. The migration to
northern latitudes would have necessitated the selection of
genes for cold adaptation, such as those that enhanced
thermogenesis. We reason that these genes, due to their
secondary effects on metabolism, adiposity, and energy
expenditure, became key players in the genetic predispo-
sition to obesity in today’s sedentary and overfed western
population and explain why the obesity burden is not
equally shared across the various ethnicities. The high in-
cidence of overweight and obesity in certain ethnicities,
such as Native Americans, black Americans, and Hispan-
ics, in our opinion, reflects a prevalence for genes for heat
adaptation, which would greatly have improved survival
chances in the hot and arid climate to which the ancestors
of these ethnic groups were exposed (89). Conversely, the
selection for genes for cold adaptation in Europeans and
East Asians may explain the relative resistance to obesity
in these populations, because the ability to keep warm in
such cold environments would have determined survival
rates in ice age Europe and Siberia. Thus, a powerful se-
lection advantage of genes for cold adaptation, in our
opinion, would greatly increase the coefficient of selec-
tion. As Haldane stated (90), k � 0.1 would reflect an
appropriate survival advantage/coefficient of selection, if
the gene in question was highly consequential to survival.
We believe that there would have been no selection ad-
vantage for genes for cold adaptation in Africa where
modern humans were highly populated in and around
Ethiopia. However, as modern humans left Africa 70 000
years ago and reached northerly latitudes by about 40 000
years ago in Siberia and Europe, the survival advantage (k)
for genes for cold adaptation would rise, reaching a peak
by the time of the first human settlements in Beringa and
Alaska. A selection advantage of k � 0.1, acting since
modern humans left Africa 70 000 years ago, explains
why �26% of US Caucasians and East Asians are obese
compared with �38% of US blacks, Hispanics, and Pima
Indians. To attain a greater understanding of how ethnic
and racial differences in today’s developed countries such
as the United States and Britain might influence genetic
susceptibility to obesity, one must go back 70 000 years
ago to about the time that a group of modern humans (and
the ancestors of all people of non-African ancestry, world-
wide) left Africa and went on to populate the world.
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Out of Africa

Accumulating evidence increasingly points to a single mi-
gration of a group of modern humans out of Africa 70 000
years ago and the theory that all non-Africans are de-
scended from this small group of pioneers (91, 92).
Whereas mammals probably evolved around 200 million
years ago in Asia (93–95), the ancient ancestors of early
humans, the first primates, evolved in Northern Africa
around 65 million years ago (96). By the time early pri-
mates had evolved into the first hominid to walk upright,
Australopithecus afarensis, they were well adapted to the
unforgiving heat of the African savannah (96). Present day
Africans appear to retain this adaptation to the African
climate. Heat exhaustion and heat stroke are associated
with elevated mortality in humans (97). As a result, people
of African origins exhibit a larger surface area to body
mass ratio, longer limbs, more skin pigmentation, reduced
body hair, more abundant sweat glands, lower body tem-
perature, and reduced metabolic rates, all of which com-
bine to protect from potential UV damage from solar ra-
diation and maximize heat loss to prevent overheating
(98–100). In fact, these adaptations to heat combined
with bipedalism are believed to have been the driving force
behind the evolution of the first humans, Homo erectus
(101). Although BAT thermogenic function would have
been vital for thermoregulation in cold climates, it would
have been detrimental in the African Savannah (102).
Thus, BAT and UCP1 function would not have been se-
lected for in these populations. As a result, it is likely that
most people of African heritage today have reduced BAT
thermogenic/lipolytic capability, which possibly explains
the lower metabolic rates in those of African ancestry
(103–106). Reduced metabolic rates among Africans have
been linked to lower expression of uncoupling proteins
and reduced thermogenic function (107).

As modern humans traveled north to colder climates
such as Europe and Northeast Asia, selection pressures
favored genes for cold rather than heat adaptation. The
fairer skin tone in people of Chinese and European ances-
try reflects depigmentation in the skin as a direct result of
the need for vitamin D absorption and folate production,
both of which are dependent on sufficient exposure to
solar radiation, which would be lower further away from
the equator (108). The unique shape of the skull, partic-
ularly the angle of the cheekbones of East Asians (whose
ancestors evolved in Northeast Asia), is believed to be an
adaptation to cold (109, 110). Today, the successful set-
tlement of the arctic and subarctic regions of indigenous
peoples, who share the same ancestry with Chinese and
Japanese people, reflects the evolutionary adaption of
modern humans to such environments (111). Research in

indigenous Siberians (whose ancestors were most closely
related to the first humans to populate higher latitudes)
revealed a consistently elevated basal energy expenditure
compared with that of nonindigenous Siberians (112,
113). This pattern of higher metabolic rates in indigenous
peoples living in cold climates has been observed in many
populations close to the poles and has a large genetic com-
ponent (114–116). For example, the Inuit peoples of the
Canadian Arctic also have greatly elevated metabolic rates
and are thus protected from obesity even with today’s
western lifestyle influence (117). Similar climatic-driven
increases in metabolic rates, can be observed in nonindig-
enous populations. Such observations suggest that genetic
factors relevant to ancestral environmental exposures
affect energy expenditure even in peoples from nonho-
mogeneous populations, indicating a powerful selec-
tion advantage of cold-adapted genes. Basal metabolic
rates are highest in arctic people (114), intermediate in
white Europeans (104), and lowest in African Ameri-
cans (118). Interestingly, if we further analyze obesity
rates in white Europeans, there is a great disparity
among this group according to geographical location.
Scandinavian countries, whose population’s ancestry
reflects hundreds of generations of genetic adaptation
to extreme cold, have much lower rates of obesity than
the rest of Europe, despite having similar lifestyles and
caloric intake (119, 120).

Native Americans and East Asians, who share a com-
mon evolutionary anthropological classification, “Mon-
goloid,” were also highly cold-adapted (121, 122). A re-
cent study suggests that Native Americans have a
significant amount of ancient European genes, potentially
due to mating between ancient western Europeans and
Siberians (123). Thus, given the climate of Europe and
Northeast Asia 20 000 to 40 000 years ago, it is clear that
before entering the Americas, the ancestors of Native
Americans had genes for cold adaptation. Despite the ge-
netic similarities between East Asians, indigenous Siberi-
ans, and Native Americans, the former 2 have higher met-
abolic rates and are relatively resistant to obesity, whereas
the opposite is true for certain Native American groups
(124). In fact, the Pima Indians, indigenous peoples of the
United States and Mexico, have some of the highest rates
of obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease (125). Be-
cause of the pronounced genetic basis for obesity in this
indigenous group, the Pima Indians were often presented
as personifications of the thrifty genotype hypothesis
(126). In our view, however, evolutionary forces of a cli-
matic nature, rather than nutritional nature, in the ances-
tors of Pima Indians are likely to be at the core of their
genetic susceptibility to obesity. Having entered the Amer-
icas around 20 000 years ago across the Bering Strait from
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present day Russia into Alaska, the first humans to pop-
ulate the Americas (the ancestors of present day indige-
nous peoples of the Americas, including Pima Indians)
migrated south along the coastline (as much of North
America was covered in ice sheets at this time) and by
13 000 years ago developed large settlements in present
day Arizona and Mexico where the climate was consid-
erably more arid and hot than in Siberia, a climate to
which their ancestors were well adapted (115). Evidence
suggests that by this time, Mongoloids in the Americas
were reacquiring the capacity for heat adaptation and los-
ing their cold-adapted traits (127). Interestingly, the re-
duced metabolic rates of Pima Indians have been attrib-
uted to lower body temperatures, probably due to reduced
sympathetic nervous system activity, alluding to reduced
thermogenic capacity in Native Americans who migrated
south from Alaska toward the equator (128, 129). More-
over, the elevated genetic predisposition to cardiovascular
disease in the Native American population has been linked
to a greater capacity for salt retention, which is now be-
lieved to be an evolutionary adaptation to heat stress (47).
In fact, mutations in the GNB3 gene, which augment ve-
nous tone in response to water loss and have a strong
latitudinal basis, are highly prevalent in Native Americans
(130). In fact, mutations in several genes associated with
improved heat adaptation in Native Americans are as
prevalent as in the African population, clearly indicating
that, despite their recent descent from cold-adapted Mon-
goloids, selection for heat adaptation had a profound ef-
fect on genes in less than 20 000 years (130). Thus, the
genetic switch from cold to heat adaptation may explain
the propensity for obesity in US inhabitants of Native
American ancestry (48). However, despite a comparable
level of heat adaptation, why do Pima Indians have higher
obesity rates than African Americans? One reason could
be a “founder effect” in this indigenous group, in which a
suspected population bottleneck in Beringa, as Mongol-
oids were entering the Americas, was succeeded by a pop-
ulation explosion, resulting in high frequencies of a spe-
cific genetic trait (131). Given the survival advantage of
heat adaptation in Arizona and Mexico, it is not surprising
that such a genetic trait would have spread rapidly, fueled
by a small but growing population that was migrating
rapidly southwards (132, 133). Such an amalgamation of
diverse genetic influences would have driven a fast-paced
evolution of heat adaptive traits from standing variation,
in a process known as a “soft sweep,” explaining the 80%
to 85% obesity rate among Pima Indians (134).

Astonishingly, this was not the final chapter in the rapid
evolutionary adaptation to climate in Native Americans.
Swift southward migration continued from Central Amer-
ica, through much of South America, aided by glacial re-

treat during the conclusion of the last ice age around
12 000 years ago. Migration from Central American to
the southern tip of South America, known as the Southern
Cone, occurred between 13 000 and 10 000 years ago
(135). Thus within merely 3000 years, or 150 generations,
indigenous populations of the Americas experienced cli-
matic exposures ranging from tropical in Mexico to sub-
antarctic in the Tierra del Fuego Patagonian archipelago.
The Yaghan and the now extinct Selknam people, indig-
enous peoples who descend directly from the first wave of
Native American settlers in the Tierra del Fuego, were first
documented by Charles Darwin, whom he encountered on
his journey toward the Galapagos. Darwin shrewdly ob-
served that, despite living in extreme cold, the Yaghan and
Selknam people wore very little clothing and appeared
highly adapted to their extreme climate (136). Indeed ob-
servations in the Yaghans reveal exceptionally high met-
abolic rates and inherent heat-producing capabilities
(137, 138). Such an abrupt evolutionary change indicates
directional evolution, which allows fast changes in allele
frequency as a result of altering extremes in environmental
pressures (139). Such environmental considerations offer
a compelling rationale for why the indigenous peoples of
the Tierra del Fuego (and the Canadian Inuits, who de-
scend from a later wave of migrants from Siberia to Alaska
within the last 2500 years) exhibit high metabolic rates
that would provide obesity resistance, whereas their heat-
adapted Native American cousins, the Pima Indians, have
low metabolic rates and are obesity-prone.

The clear survival advantage that heat adaptation con-
fers, in our opinion, justifies a selection coefficient (k) of
0.1. Such a coefficient of selection acting over 20 000
years can explain the excessive obesity rates in Pima In-
dians. US Hispanics, despite being Spanish-speaking, have
a much more varied genetic profile than Spanish people. It
has been shown that US Hispanics have a significant
amount of Native American and African genes (140),
which may explain their genetic predisposition to obesity.
Interestingly, although evidence exists for humans reach-
ing northern China by 40 000 years ago, evidence also
exists for the presence of the first humans in Australia at
around the same time (23). Thus, separate migrations
from central Asia toward Northeast Asia and through
Southeast Asia into Australia are likely to have occurred
simultaneously. Given that much of South and Southeast
Asia lies on the equator and much of Australia was and still
is covered by scorching deserts with tropical temperatures,
it is not surprising that the descendants of these first Aus-
tralians, the indigenous Aborigines, are very dark skinned
and have low metabolic rates, making them highly resis-
tant to extreme heat (141). Interestingly, a very recent
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study documented that BAT volume and thermogenic ca-
pability were impaired in South Asians compared with
those in Caucasians, contributing to the reduced meta-
bolic rates among this ethnic group (142). Therefore, it is
likely that the early human inhabitants of South and
Southeast Asia did not have the need to adapt to cold and
therefore retained their adaptation to heat. The increased
prevalence of diabetes and cardiovascular disease among
Aborigines in Australia compared with nonindigenous
Australians is a testament to this supposition (143, 144).
Several reports have documented the increased prevalence
of obesity in indigenous Samoan populations compared
with that in Native East Asians. However, such reports
could not uncover the cause of this discrepancy given that
the 2 populations were believed to be culturally and ge-
netically similar (145, 146). The authors of the study in
question were equally baffled by the elevated obesity pro-
pensity in Native Hawaiians compared with that in East
Asians. In our view, these differences can be explained by
ancestral exposure to hotter climates. Native Samoans,
who descend from the same genetic lineage as Aborigines
(147), and all indigenous Pacific Islanders reside near or
on the equator and are thus exposed to very hot temper-
atures all year round. Similarly, Hawaii has a tropical cli-
mate; therefore, the descendants of these populations
evolved to live in such conditions. In our view, these heat-
adapted populations have a reduced metabolic rate and
increased susceptibility to obesity as a consequence of
their evolutionary climatic exposure. To this end, Native
Samoans have been shown to have a thermic response to
elevated ambient temperature that is biologically advan-
tageous for minimizing heat stroke and hyperthermia, al-
luding to their genetic heat-adapted disposition compared
with that of Japanese natives who were more susceptible
to adverse reactions in response to increased ambient tem-
perature (148, 149). These results confirm that despite
sharing a common ancestry and physical features, the lin-
eage that migrated through Indonesia and the Pacific Is-
lands into Australia are more heat adapted and less cold
tolerant than the lineage that migrated through Northeast
Asia and Siberia. Therefore, in our view European Cau-
casians and Chinese are more resistant to obesity than
other populations because of their genetic adaptation to
cold. However, they are not protected from it entirely, as
shown particularly by the populations living in warmer
regions. Evidence shows that although the obesity preva-
lence in China is low, its rates are accelerating fastest in
southern regions, where the annual temperatures are con-
siderably higher than in colder regions toward the north
(150). Similarly, among US populations, obesity rates are
higher in the warmer states, whereas colder states tend to
have lower rates of obesity. In fact, the coldest state, Col-

orado, has the lowest prevalence of overweight among US
Caucasians (151). It is worth noting here that the corre-
lation between obesity and temperature among contem-
porary US populations is not likely to reflect evolutionary
adaptations as a result of positive selection, as aside from
Native Americans (most of whose ancestors did not sur-
vive the first colonization by European expeditions), the
vast majority of the US population have descended from
those who migrated within the last 300 years, from Eu-
rope. It is also important to reiterate that lifestyle factors
are required for obesity to manifest. A case in point is that
Mexican Pima Indians, who retain a more traditional cul-
ture with regard to eating habits and hunting, are less
susceptible to obesity than US Pima Indians who have
increasingly adopted a “westernized” lifestyle (152).
Thus, it appears that lifestyle factors as well as inactiva-
tion/activation of BAT in response to ambient temperature
(as opposed to genetic adaptations), even in contemporary
populations whose ancestors probably evolved efficient
BAT can negatively influence obesity risk.

Thus, having migrated out of Africa 70 000 years ago,
by the time modern humans were thriving in Europe and
Siberia 40 000 to 50 000 years ago, changes in climatic
selection pressures had a radical effect on selecting for
genes for cold adaptation with a secondary effect of in-
creased metabolic rate. Recent evidence has linked human
adaptation to cold with gain-of-function mutations in
genes that encode for uncoupling proteins and thermo-
genic genes (153) and their involvement in the pathogen-
esis of obesity in loss-of-function polymorphisms (154).
To understand how BAT thermogenesis influences meta-
bolic rate and how cold exposure can enhance its function,
one must explore the molecular basis underlying BAT
function.

BAT Thermogenesis and Obesity

The heat-producing qualities of uncoupling proteins and
BAT are believed to be a major driving force behind the
radiation of mammals 65 million years ago (155, 156).
The ability to produce and maintain heat probably con-
tributed to the capacity of eutherian mammals to inhabit
all corners of the globe (156). The impact of BAT ther-
mogenesis to survival was so important that it probably
drove placental mammalian radiation at the end of the
Cretaceous, a global event that led to mammals displacing
the dinosaurs as the dominant class of animal on earth
(155). The thermogenic capacity of BAT renders it highly
specialized for energy expenditure. Although individual
cells of white adipose tissue, which is the predominant fat
depot in human obesity, contain a single large lipid droplet
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and few mitochondria and receive a limited vascular net-
work, BAT cells contain multiple lipid droplets and nu-
merous mitochondria, have a dense capillary network,
and are highly innervated by sympathetic nervous system
neurons (76). BAT mitochondria uniquely express UCP1,
an inner mitochondrial membrane protein that uncouples
ATP synthesis from oxidative phosphorylation, liberating
energy in the form of heat (157). Thermogenesis is acti-
vated by central stimulation of sympathetic nerves, which
innervate BAT and secrete noradrenalin. Noradrenalin-
induced activation of �3-adrenergic receptors on BAT
leads to a signaling cascade, resulting in cAMP-dependent
lipolysis. The consequent release of FFAs activates UCP1-
driven mitochondrial uncoupling (157). �3-Adrenergic re-
ceptor stimulation also induces UCP1 mRNA and protein
up-regulation (76, 157). The afferent cues for activation of
sympathetic nervous system neurons that innervate BAT
in humans include changes in ambient temperature and in
photoperiod length (158). Research in rodents has shown
that UCP1-driven BAT thermogenesis can account for up
to 30% of basal metabolic rate (159, 160) and thus is
highly consequential to body weight regulation. This in-
fluence of thermogenesis on resting metabolic rate is ex-
emplified in studies in humans showing significantly ele-
vated energy expenditure after acute cold exposure (161).
Another emerging activator of thermogenesis is a high-fat
diet or hypercaloric nutrition, which has been shown to
increase BAT thermogenesis, possibly as a means of pre-
vent body weight gain in rodents (162). High-fat/hyper-
caloric-induced BAT thermogenesis has also been docu-
mented in humans (163, 164). Moreover, one study has
documented that a single nucleotide polymorphism in
exon 2 of UCP1 leads to the inability to increase energy
expenditure in response to a high-fat diet and may be
causal in human obesity (165). Interestingly, impaired
high-fat diet–induced thermogenesis in UCP1-deficient
mice led to high-fat diet–induced obesity only under ther-
moneutral conditions (when mice were housed at 30°C)
(166). This finding suggests that in modern times (with the
vast majority of people possessing central heating), the
steady increases in the indoor housing temperature expe-
rienced throughout industrialized countries in recent de-
cades is exacerbating the deleterious effects of western
diets and lifestyle norms, even in those with comparatively
effective BAT.

We propose that the selection for genes that favored
superior BAT activity in modern humans that migrated to
colder climates such as the Europeans and Siberians would
have endowed them with the concomitant by-product of
a higher energy expenditure and energy-burning capacity.
Thus, there appears to be an evolutionary tradeoff be-
tween the need for energy storage and the requirement for

cold acclimation because although the ancestors of mod-
ern humans would have greater resistance to cold as a
result of increased BAT function, they would also have a
concomitant difficulty in laying down fat as an energy
storage mechanism. This is in direct conflict with the
thrifty genotype hypothesis, which implies that genes for
energy storage were favored during human evolution.
UCP1 is often dismissed as a candidate gene for the genetic
basis of the obesity pandemic because of an apparent lack
of evidence supporting a prominent role for UCP1 in its
pathogenesis and a supposed paucity of genome-wide as-
sociation studies (GWASs) implicating UCP1 in the ge-
netic susceptibility to human obesity (18). Contrary to this
belief, a plethora of studies in humans have shown that
UCP1 is a causal factor in the genetic susceptibility to
obesity (165, 167–173). Moreover, cold-induced thermo-
genesis in BAT is blunted in obese subjects, indicating a
strong link between BAT function and obesity (174). In
our view, there are many reasons why UCP1 variants are
not more frequently observed in association with human
obesity and metabolism, such as those for FTO (175). One
potential reason for the absence of UCP1 among the list of
genes commonly associated with human obesity is that
most studies have been conducted in populations of Eu-
ropean ancestry (176–178). A recent study failed to rep-
licate most causal variants in obesity from GWASs in Eu-
ropean populations and in ethnic minority populations,
such as Native Americans and African Americans (179).
Moreover, the study in question found that none of the
genes previously identified in GWASs in Europeans ex-
plain the variation in obesity prevalence among ethnici-
ties, testifying to the need for more robust genetic analysis
in non-European populations and the fact that our current
understanding of the pathogenesis of obesity remains ob-
scure. Another possible reason for the apparent lack of
more frequent association studies implicating UCP1 in hu-
man obesity could lie in nonallelic heritable factors. In
addition to allelic variants, epigenetic regulation has been
suggested to be profoundly influential in determining sus-
ceptibility to obesity (180). For instance, the pathogenesis
of a rare form of childhood obesity known as Prader-Willi
syndrome has been found to lie in epigenetics (181). Re-
cent studies have indicated that DNA methylation is in-
volved in the regulation of UCP1 activity and that such
methylation events are critical to the alterations in UCP1
function that affect susceptibility to weight gain and obe-
sity (182–184). Although UCP1 is essential for mitochon-
drial uncoupling, alterations in other genes could drasti-
cally affect thermogenic capacity. Other genes play critical
roles in BAT thermogenesis, for instance, increased hypo-
thalamic stimulation of melanocortin receptor 4 (MC4R)
and increased sympathetic nervous system activity and
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responsiveness enhance BAT function irrespective of
UCP1 induction (76, 185). To this end, many GWASs
have identified MC4R as having a causal role in obesity
(186, 187). Furthermore, studies in Pima Indians have
revealed reduced sympathetic responsiveness to adrener-
gic stimuli compared with that in Caucasians. Taken to-
gether, these findings indicate that various elements in-
volved in thermogenesis may shape overall obesity
susceptibility in relation to BAT function, not only UCP1
(188).

Given its strong association with increased energy ex-
penditure and lipolysis, BAT research has been put back
on the map, ever since the publication of 2 highly cited
papers documenting functional BAT in adult humans that
was activated by cold (189, 190). Since then, much effort
has been channelled into investigation of ways to stimulate
BAT function. A recent study suggested that BAT activity
may be influenced by ambient temperature and reported a
clear correlation between the use of heating/artificial tem-
perature control mechanisms and obesity (191). These
findings indicate that the ability to stimulate or reactivate
remnant BAT, even in those in whom BAT may be in a
dormant state, may be possible by altering ambient tem-
perature. In a similar vein, contemporary BAT research is

concentrated on the investigation of pharmacological
agents that activate �-adrenergic receptors on BAT or
those that increase UCP1 transcription independently of
the sympathetic nervous system (192, 193). It is currently
unclear, however, to what extent BAT thermogenesis can
be activated or rescued in people who have evolved to have
minimal or no BAT function. Other efforts to use BAT
function to treat obesity have served to stimulate white
adipose tissue to acquire BAT characteristics (194, 195).
This is an intriguing concept and presents particularly ap-
pealing therapeutic prospects; however, such studies are
still in their infancy. Another strategy, currently in its con-
ceptual stage, has been proposed by Antonio Vidal-Puig
and colleagues (196, 197), who have described the use of
knowledge of the genetic and molecular basis for BAT
development to stimulate the growth of brown adipocytes
from stem cells. Vidal-Puig and colleagues explain that the
ability to engineer human stem cell lines that express
markers of the brown adipocyte lineage will pave the way
for development of large-scale chemical screens for potent
inducers of brown adipogenesis and thus promote the cul-
tivation of mature, functional BAT. This strategy of en-
gineering BAT appears to be the most effective option in
the treatment of obesity, particularly in relation to our

Figure 1. Map of historic human migration out of Africa 70 000 years ago (70k). By 60 000 years ago (60k), humans had reached Central Asia
from where a population headed northeast into Siberia and Northeast Asia, acquiring genes for cold adaptation, which also confer higher resting
metabolic rates (RMRs) and thus resistance to obesity (Obes). A second group of migrants from Central Asia headed north and west into Europe,
also acquiring genes for cold adaptation, displacing the resident Neanderthals. A third group migrated south, through Southeast Asia and into
Australia, and maintained genes for heat adaptation. Their descendants, the Aborigines, still inhabit Australia and have low resting metabolic rates
and an increased propensity for obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2D). A group of Northeast Asians crossed the Bering Strait 20 000 years ago (20k)
into Alaska. Some of their descendants still inhabit the Canadian Arctic and are highly resistant to cold and have exceptionally high resting
metabolic rates. Some Mongoloids migrated south along the Pacific coast of North America toward Mexico where they encountered hotter
climates and reacquired genes for heat adaptation, discarding those for cold. Their descendants, the Pima Indians, have some of the highest rates
of obesity and cardiovascular disease (CVD) in the world. Their evolutionary cousins, the Yaghan people of the Tierra del Fuego whose ancestors
continued the southern migration toward the subantarctic South American Cone, probably reevolved BAT capability and have high resting
metabolic rates.
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view that those individuals who are most prone to obesity
are likely to have very little or no BAT. The implications
of this approach to obesity therapeutics is enormous, and
it is conceivable that in the future stem cells could be in-
jected into obese patients and molded and manipulated to
become mature brown adipocytes, in much the same way
that stem cells have recently been used successfully, in
vivo, to replace a damaged trachea (198). Alternatively, a
patient’s own stem cells could be used to grow effective
and efficient BAT in vitro, which could then be trans-
planted back into the patient, in a manner similar to that
reported in rodents (199, 200). Each of the aforemen-
tioned strategies to maximize BAT function has its relative
merits and weaknesses, and it is conceivable in the future
that treatments used to tackle obesity will take into ac-
count inherent BAT amounts and thermogenic capacity in
a manner that resembles a “tailor-made” strategy that best
aligns with the biology of the individual. Thus, reinforcing
the notion that the success of specific therapies to treat
obesity through BAT activation will vary greatly from one
individual to the next, depending on evolutionary climatic
exposures.

Conclusion

We believe that a fundamental failure to understand the
genetic basis for the ethnic variability in susceptibility to
obesity in the developed world is a contributory factor in
the modern obesity pandemic in these countries. The obe-
sity pandemic has coincided with not only an increase in
poor eating habits but also mass immigration of various
ethnicities in these countries. Whereas the thrifty and
drifty genotype hypotheses make the assumption that the
selection pressures faced by the ancestors of all inhabitants
of developed countries today were the same, we have ar-
gued that this is not entirely accurate. The descendants of
early humans who remained in Africa and those who mi-
grated to equally tropical or subtropical environments
such as black Americans and Pacific Islanders maintained
heat adaption genes. The descendants of those who mi-
grated to colder regions such as Europe and Siberia such
as Caucasians and Chinese acquired genes for cold adap-
tation. A group of early Siberians who migrated to the
Americas and settled in subtropical regions in North and
Central America lost their cold adaptive genes and reac-
quired genes for heat adaptation. We postulate that pos-
itive selection for cold adaptation in their ancestors equips
Caucasians and East Asians such as Chinese, Japanese,
and Koreans with efficient BAT and UCP1 function, an
advantageous by-product of which is a higher metabolic
rate and resistance to obesity. The opposite is true for

Africans and South Asians whose ancestors had no need to
evolve efficient BAT and UCP1 function, resulting in an
increased propensity for obesity in these populations
when combined with a sedentary and hypercaloric west-
ern lifestyle. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of
the impact of historical human migration on selection of
genes for heat and cold adaptation and consequent obesity
prevalence in industrialized countries today. In summary,
we suggest that the modern obesity pandemic in the de-
veloped world is largely due to differential climatic expo-
sure of the ancestors of present day people in these coun-
tries as a result of historical human migration that began
when modern humans left Africa 40 000 to 60 000 years
ago. This new perspective has crucial implications for
combating obesity in industrialized countries.
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